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1 References

This document was produced with respect to the IEEE-standard which can be found here:
http://standards.ieee.org/findstds/standard/829-2008.html and with help of the index found at:
http://www.computing.dcu.ie/~davids/courses/CA267/ieee829mtp.pdf. Some sections of the original IEEE-
standard document have been omitted due to not being applicable to the project at hand.

2 Introduction

Set forth in this document is the Master Test Plan for the cDevs Discrete Event Simulation project. This plan describes
the testing methods and strategies used during the development process and provide both cDevs and the reader with
an outline and reference to all testing activities. The scope for this plan will focus mainly on Unit and Scenario testing.
For implementation of testing, the Google Test framework is used. All terminology used in regards to testing will stem
from keywords used in the aforementioned framework.

3 Test Items

The following table holds the most important testing that will take place. All classes with public interfaces will be
tested using unit tests, but are generally of lesser importance than the ones specified here.

Test type Test case Test description
Unit test Simulation Tests whether states of a simulation can be generated correctly
Unit test GVT Tests whether GVT is maintained correctly
Unit test Load model Tests whether the model can be loaded correctly
Unit test Save model Tests whether the model can be stored correctly
Unit test Tracer(s) Tests whether tracers generate the correct output
Scenario test Run simulation Tests correctness by comparing PyPDevs output
Scenario test Pause/Restart simulation Tests correctness by comparing PyPDevs output
Scenario test Revert Simulator Tests whether the simulator returns to a correct previous state
Regression testing Rerun all unit-tests upon project change
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4 Software Risk Issues

In order to keep a clear overview, we will split up the risks in to two separate categories, those risks that present
themselves to the user, and those that will affect the development team. The former consists of one major point,
which is making sure that the software is properly documented, so to make the user have as little problems as possible
when dealing with the software. The latter present themselves to the developers as problems faced when using and
understanding libraries. We have already put to use the majority of libraries we plan on using, however, there are
always unknown unknowns which might present themselves. Coupled with the former is the importance of maintaining
a cross-platform application. Before the addition of a library/feature, we must make sure that an implementation is
available for all platforms being developed for. A final point here is the importance of performance of the software.
We must make sure that when making a decision regarding use of a feature, the addition of this feature will benefit
the project and not hinder its performance.

5 Testing Strategy

The main goal is to provide testing for all separate modules within the project through Unit Testing. The generation
of those tests is the responsibility of the main developer of that module. Next, we will also run Scenario Tests (which
are a form a user acceptance tests) which will test the general use cases of the software. Finally, we will run Regression
Tests with every (major) update to the development process to make sure we can step in when problems occur before
it is too late. The only functionality that will not be tested separately is the basic use of foreign libraries. We adhere
to the premise that the libraries used are stable and will not malfunction given standard use. By Unit Testing we
do provide ourselves with the testing of the basic functions, albeit focusing on our implementation of the unit, rather
than the correctness of the library itself.

6 Automated Test Reporting

In order to make the testing process easier for us, we are employing automated testing using the Google Test Framework
together with jUnit. By writing our tests following a predefined format, we are able to generate a report by invoking
the RUN ALL TESTS() method. This will run all tests and generate an XML-file of the output, which is publicized
on the Jenkins server using jUnit. Applying this method makes it easy for us to view and discuss an overview of all
failed tests, and comparing each version of the tests to determine what went wrong and when it did.
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